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moves in positive direction and the pressure inside the
chamber decreases. Then energy is extracted from the
absolute motion. A feature of the SB-system is the
possibility to change the spring stiffness and therefore
the natural frequency of the device. This is also present
at the AWS system described by Valerio [1] and Prado
[2]. The spring stiffness can be modified by changing
the value of air pressure within the chamber of the
AWS, by means of pumps that add or remove sea water
(thus changing the volume available for air); this is a
slow process that takes several minutes, and so it can
be used to cope with changes in sea states.
However, 2B-systems make use of the relative
motion between two bodies. Energy can be absorbed by
a damping system between a submerged and a floating
body. The natural frequency of the device is
determined by its geometry. Examples of 2B-systems
are the Wavebob [3] and the PowerBuoy [4]. In these
systems energy is absorbed from the motion of the
resonating body in respect of the reference body.
Using numerical models, the hydrodynamics of both
systems can be analysed in order to define the response
amplitude operators (RAOs) and the power transfer
functions (PTFs). The PTFs provide information about
the ability to absorb energy from regular sinusoidal
waves. The theory of linear oscillations shows that
wave energy devices should operate close to resonance
condition for optimal power absorption. It is of interest
to study the RAOs and PTFs obtained from the devices
whereby the One-Body system is been used as
reference for the derived systems (2B and SB).
Finally, RAOs and PTFs have been used to predict
the energy production from two different deployment
sites, whose resource can be described by the energy
density spectrum (EDS) of irregular waves. Here the
optimum natural frequency for the maximum power
production of the device is determined. For this
purpose it might be interesting to adapt the natural
frequency of the SB-system to the peak period of the
sea state. By doing, this could be assured that the
device will be always in optimum operation.
The assumptions of this approach are the
applicability of linear wave theory and the
consideration of the sole heaving motion as the unique
degree of freedom taken into account during the
analyses. Since the power extraction mechanism is
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1.

Introduction

Heaving point absorbers (HPAs), such as Two-Body
absorbers (2B-system) and Submerged Body absorbers
(SB-system), are probably among the most successful
concepts for wave energy extraction. Many of the wave
energy devices currently being developed are based on
this working principle, but their actual geometry and
conversion mechanism might be very different from
one technology to another.
Both systems have been derived from a one body
system that is composed of one single floater. Energy
can be extracted by damping its absolute motion.
SB-system is a completely submerged device that
encloses an air chamber working as a spring. When a
wave trough passes over the SB-system, the floater
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assumed to act only on the vertical relative motion
between the bodies, the effect of the other degrees of
freedom can be neglected as they are not much
important on the sole energy absorption.

2.

force is assumed to consist of a linear damper
(coefficient CPTO) and a linear spring (stiffness Kspring)
and write

General formulation systems

Then, the whole system becomes fully linear. In
regular waves of amplitude ζa and frequency ω, it can
be written:

As introduction a single heaving body exposed by
the wave excitation force has been considered. The
equation of motion in regular waves for this system is
described in (1):

m&
x&+ fh + fr + fd + f PTO = fe

{x, fe} = Re( X , Fe)e iωt

(4)

Where X and Fe are complex amplitudes and Re()
means the real part. Then to be obtained:

(1)

The first term in the relation m&
x&is the mass of the
body multiplied by the acceleration in heave-direction,
fh is the hydrostatic force, fr is the radiation damping
force, fd is the drag damping force, fPT0 is the vertical
force due to the PTO mechanism and fe represents the
wave excitation force. Derived from this origin the SBsystem and the 2B-system have been formulated.
SB-system geometry consists of two submerged
cylindrical bodies (Figure 1). The lower body is
mounted on the seabed and represents a fixed reference
structure for the upper body which is capable of
vertical movements relatively to the lower body. The
volume of the air chamber changes depending on the
motion of the floater.

X

ζa

=

Fe
(5)
− ω 2 ( m + A) + iω ( B + Bdrag + C PTO ) + ( ρgS W + K PTO )

And next, it can be argued that the average power
absorption equals
P

ζ a2

= C PTO x&2 =

C PTOω 2 X / ζ a

2

(6)

2

It can be stated that in resonance the optimal PTO
damping, as established by Falnes [5], becomes
C PTO = ( B (ω ) + Bdrag (ω )) ≡ C PTO ,OPT

(7)

The capital letters of CPTO,OPT indicate the resonance
condition is applied and the maximum energy can be
absorbed. Applying optimal PTO damping coefficient
it follows that the maximum absorbable power is
PMAX =

Fe

2

8( B (ω ) + Bdrag (ω ))

(6)

The 2B geometry consists of two cylindrical bodies.
The two bodies are concentrically aligned along a
vertical axis. The upper body, body X, is a floating
cylinder with diameter Øx, height Hx and draft Tx. The
second body, body Y, is a submerged cylinder with
depth Dy, diameter Øy and height Hy. The physical
significance of the parameters is illustrated in figures 1.

Figure 1: SB-system geometry and schematic representation.

The two bodies are concentrically aligned in vertical
direction. The upper body is a cylinder of diameter Ø,
and height l, being z the distance, at the equilibrium,
between its top and the free surface. On the following,
the water depth is named h.
If the body position is defined by a vertical
coordinate x (with x = 0 in calm water), the equation of
motion (similar as in (1)) is
x&+ Bx&+ Bdrag x&+ ρgSw x + f PTO = fe
(m + A) &

(3)

f PTO = C PTO x&+ K spring x

(2)

In which, A is the hydrodynamic coefficient of added
mass (accounting for the inertia of the water
surrounding the body), B is the radiation damping
coefficient (accounting for the damping on the body
due to energy carried by the waves radiated away from
the body), Bdrag is the (linearized) drag damping and Sw
is the cross-sectional area of the body defined by the
intersection with the undisturbed free surface, ρgSw is
the hydrostatic restoring force. In this work the PTO

Figure 2: 2B-system geometry and schematic representation.

When the one body system is changed into a two
body system, then the bodies are called body X and
body Y, coupling terms for radiation between the two
bodies (frxy) must be added and the PTO system is
applied on both bodies (fPTOxy). Then from (1) the
2
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equation of motions for both bodies of the 2B-system
becomes (7)
x&+ fh + fr + frxy + fd + f PTO xy = fe x
⎪⎧( m x &
⎨
(
m
y&+ fh + fr − frxy + fd − f PTO xy = fe y
⎪⎩ y &

2B
parameter
Hy
Øx, Øy
Dy
Tx
CPTO,OPT

(7)

in which the subscript indicates the body referred (the
floater X or the submerged Y). The force that the PTO
system exerts on both bodies is defined by (8)
f PTO xy = C PTO ( x&− y&)

Value

12 m
5m
20 m
6.55 m
6.8*104 Ns/m

SB
parameter
Ø
l
z
h
CPTO,OPT

Value

10 m
15 m
50 m
15 m
4.5*104 Ns/m

Table 1: Geometry and PTO damping coefficient for the 2Bsystem and the SB-system.

(8)

Finally from (5) the coefficients Mx, Mxy and My can
be established:
⎧M x = ρgSW − ω 2 (m x + Ax ) + iω ( Bx + B xdrag + C PTO )
⎪⎪
2
⎨M xy = −ω Axy + iω ( Bxy − C PTO )
⎪
2
⎩⎪M y = −ω (m y + Ay ) + iω ( B y + B ydrag + C PTO )

(9)

In which the coefficients are the same as in (1) but
with body indication with the subscript. Moreover the
radiation coupling terms Axy and Bxy are added. Next
with (5) and (7) it is easy to find the solution of the
equations of motion of the two body system:
⎧ X M yy Fex − M xy Fe y
⎪ =
2
M xx M yy − M xy
⎪ζ a
⎨
⎪ Y = M xx Fe y − M xy Fex
2
⎪ζ a
M xx M yy − M xy
⎩

Figure 3: The RAOs including phase for SB-system.

(10)

Then the whole system becomes fully linear. In
regular waves of amplitude ζa and frequency ω, similar
as in (6), it is written for the two bodies
P

ζ a2

3.

=

C PTOω 2 X / ζ a − Y / ζ a
2

2

(11)

WECs stochastic models

Stochastic models can be established from the
formulated systems. Dimensions have been determined
for the geometric models of the devices. The intention
has been to define the geometry in such a way that the
natural frequencies of the devices fall within the
frequency range of the wave climate. Besides, the
natural frequencies of the devices are chosen
differently to be able to study the influence of the
natural frequency of the device on power absorption.
The chosen systems natural frequencies are ωn,SB = 0.65
rad/s and ωn,SB = 0.9 rad/s. To meet these values the
dimensions that can be found in Table 1 have been
used.
Applying the values in Table 1 to the models
(defined above) response amplitude operators (RAOs)
graphs in Figure 3 can be illustrated. The SB-system
shows a response with one natural frequency, typically
found for a one degree of freedom system.
RAOs of the 2B-system (Figure 4) show a peak for
resonance of body X while motion body Y decreased
for increasing frequencies.

Figure 4: The RAOs including phases for 2B-system.

The power transfer functions for the two systems can
be constructed from the dynamic behaviour. Again, the
instantaneous power is given by

P (t ) = C PTO z&(t ) 2

(12)

on which z&(t ) is the velocity component wherefrom
energy is attracted. For the 2B-system it can be written
3
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z&(t ) = x&(t ) − y&(t )

(13)

It follows from (21) and (22) that, considering the
surface elevation as a stochastic input (represented by
the spectrum E(ω), and from the transfer functions of
the 2B-system and the SB-system given in (17) and
(18) that the PTFs may be defined as

and for the SB-system, with only one degree of
freedom

z&(t ) = x&(t )

(14)

Then it may be said that z(t) is itself a Gaussian random
variable with zero mean. Then the transfer function for
the relative velocity may be expressed in terms of the
transfer functions of the velocities of the two bodies
and therefore of the hydrodynamic and mass
coefficients of the system. Denoting by h(t) the transfer
function of z(t) and by η(t) the surface elevation:
∞

z (t ) = η (t ) ⋅ h(t ) = ∫ η (t − α )h(α )dα

PTF = C PTO H (ω )

(23)

The PTFs for the 2B-system and the SB-system are
plotted in Figure 5. According to (21) and (22), it
appears that the average power is given by the integral
of the PTF times the EDS E(ω). Assuming, for
instance, a Dirac impulse centred on a certain
frequency as input, the same result that could be found
by applying a frequency domain analysis and that
would correspond to the average power produced at
that frequency.

(15)

−∞

In which the transfer function is possibly non-causal
according to [5]. In the frequency domain it may be
written
z (ω ) = η (ω ) H (ω )

2

(16)

Where H(ω) is the Fourier Transform of h(t) and
ω = 2πf is the frequency (in rad/s). The functions H(ω)
for the 2B-system and the SB-system are in function of
velocities. Thus, for the SB-system H(w) is defined as
H SB (ω ) =

X'

ζa

=

Fe x
Nx

(17)

with for

N x = ( B(ω ) + Bdrag (ω) + CPTO )2 ...

Figure 5: PTFs for the 2B-system and the SB-system.

... − i[ω(m + A(ω)) − ( K spring + K PTO ) / ω ] (18)

4.

And, for the 2B-system:
H 2 B (ω ) =
=

X'

ζa

−

The systems that have been defined above are
applied to wave statistics. The SB-system, with
relatively low natural period, and the 2B-system, with
relatively high one, make it interesting to expose the
systems to wave climates with different average wave
periods.
Significant wave height (Hm0) and mean wave period
(T2) are obtained from bivariate histograms for
different directional sectors from the KNMI Wave
Atlas [7]. The histograms summarize the wave climates
with numbers of occurrence for every cell (T2, Hm0).
Average numbers are given for areas which are 9 x 9
degrees of longitude and latitude squares. Finally, the
following locations have been selected for the study
what is done here:

Y'

(19)

ζa

( N yy Fex − N xy Fe y ) + ( N xx Fe y − N xy Fex )
N xx N yy − N xy

2

with for Nx, Nxy and Ny
i ( ρ gS W + K PTO )
⎧
⎪ N x = iω ( m x + A xx ) + ( B xx (ω ) + C ) −
ω
⎪
iK PTO
⎪
⎨ N xy = − iω A xy (ω ) + ( B xy (ω ) + C PTO ) −
ω
⎪
iK PTO
⎪
⎪ N y = iω ( m y + A yy (ω )) + ( B yy (ω ) + C PTO ) − ω
⎩

(20)

Taking into account that z(t) itself is a Gaussian
random variable it is found that the variance of z(t) is
given by
∞

σ z 2 = ∫ E (ω ) H (ω ) dω
2

Wave Data

•

(21)

0

•

Where E(ω) is the wave energy spectrum. Now,
according to Papoulis [6], the average power is given
by

P = C PTOσ z

2

(22)
4

Bay of Biscay, Atlantic Ocean North Spain:
Scatter data is used from longitude 0º – 9º
West and latitude 36º - 45º North. Average
peak period Bay of Biscay:
Tp,CA = 10.2 sÙ ωp,CA = 0.62 rad/s.
Dutch North Sea, Southern part of the North
Sea: Scatter data is used from longitude 0º – 9º
East and latitude 45º - 54º North. Average
peak period North Sea Tp,NS = 9.0 sÙ ωp,NS =
0.70 rad/s.
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The Bretschneider spectrum is one of the most longstanding and most popular wave spectra and is
especially suited to open sea areas. Therefore it was the
chosen spectral shape to be used in this study. The
Bretschneider spectrum can be constructed with the
“Qp-spectra” model introduced by Goda [9] and
defined as

Peak periods are calculated based on the mean wave
periods according to [8]

T p = 1.407 ⋅ T2

(24)

Next, average peak periods Tp, given for the two
locations, are calculated from the histograms given in
Table 2 and Table 3. The graphs give the number sea
state occurrence. The columns and rows of the
diagrams are reduced up to a certain (so called) wave
power level such that it covers approximately 90% of
the power level of the climates. The wave power level
is explained later in this paper and given by (25).
T2\Hm0
5,5
6,5
7,5
8,5
9,5
10,5
11,5

1,5
754
938
869
623
341
137
46

2,5
285
288
319
378
337
182
58

3,5
37
178
169
167
169
120
62

4,5
0
41
111
92
77
61
38

5,5
0
1
51
63
44
31
20

H m0

1,5
1236
1096
811
472
195
66
17

2,5
580
456
337
279
242
149
43

3,5
123
214
164
110
81
67
42

4,5
1
35
66
54
36
22
13

5,5
0
0
10
23
18
9
3

ω

T )

−2 Q p

(27)

The spectrum is defined by the spectral parameters;
the significant wave height Hm0 and the peak period Tp.
With the EDS that have been constructed for all sea
states, in combination with a PTF the average power is
been determined. Next, taken into account the
occurrence of the sea states within a wave climate, the
average production is estimated.

6,5
0
0
4
33
26
15
8

6. Energy capture
This section considers the energy caption
performance of the device at the selected sites. First,
the capture width of the device is treated, that depends
on the shapes and the overlap of the PTF and EDS
graphs. Next, a range of graphs show the effect of the
PTO damping coefficient on the power production over
the full wave climates.

Table 2: Bivariate histogram of Longitude (351 - 360)
Latitude (45 - 36) (Bay of Biscay, North of Spain)
T2\Hm0
5,5
6,5
7,5
8,5
9,5
10,5
11,5

−α (

e 2π p
E (ω ) =
Tp (1 + Q p )
1+ 2Q
16
( 2ωπ Tp ) p

6,5
0
0
0
3
8
5
2

Table 3: Bivariate histogram of Longitude (0 - 9) Latitude
(45 - 54) (Dutch North Sea)

5.

Sea states spectra definitions

The wave energy level can be calculated from the
bivariate histograms given in Table 2 and Table 3. For
each sea state the wave power level can be calculated
by the expression

Pw = KH m2 0T2

(25)

Here, Hm0 is the significant wave height and T2 is the
mean wave period. Furthermore, factor K is spectral
dependent, along this work factor K equal to 0.55 is
used which corresponds to the Bretschneider spectrum,
which is the EDS applied in this study. The wave
energy level per capture width of the convertor is
usually expressed in (kW/m). By using the probability
of each sea state the annual average energy level can be
determined. The energy level can be used as a reference
to the power absorption. The capture width defined by
the ratio between the average absorbed power and the
incident wave power Pw is defined as χ (26).

χ=

P
Pw

Figure 6: Influence of changing the spectral parameter Qp on
the capture width of the devices in the wave climate.

Figure 6 show the influence of the peakness factor
Qp, which is a shape parameter for the EDS, on the
capture width (26). EDS are constructed based on
Bretschneider (27). Note that the peak of the spectra
increases with the peakness factor Qp. More power can

(26)
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be extracted in case the peak of the spectral density is
close to the natural frequency of the PTF, so that the
graphs overlap. Then with (21) higher average power is
obtained (22).
The effect of a the PTO damping coefficient to the
system is investigated by applying four different
values, one of them being the optimum value CPTO,OPT
for the SB-system and the 2B-system. The PTO
damping characteristics are summarised in Table 4.
Quantity
Value
CPTO,OPT (2B)
6.8*104 Ns/m
CPTO,OPT (SB)
4.5*104 Ns/m
CPTO1
2*104 Ns/m
CPTO2
15*104 Ns/m
CPTO3
50*104 Ns/m
Table 4: Characteristics PTO damping value.

For both systems the PTO damping coefficients have
been exposed to the selected wave climates. In Figure 7
PTF of the SB-system and the 2B-system are showed,
for the values given in Table 4. Figure 8 gives the
average power generation against the peak period for
both systems located at the Bay of Biscay. And Figure
9 gives the average power generation against the peak
period for both systems located at the North Sea. For
each peak period Tp, obtained from the mean period T2,
the sum of the power is calculated for all the occurring
significant wave heights Hm0.

Figure 8: Power production distribution over peak period TP
at the Bay of Biscay for SB and 2B.

Figure 7: PTF for SB and 2B systems.
Figure 9: Power production distribution over peak period TP
at the North Sea for SB and 2B.

Then taken into account annual probability on sea
state occurrence from Table 2 and Table 3, graphs
about the power distribution over TP are constructed.

6
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(consisting on non-linear effects). By applying this,
also a more precise estimation can be carried out for the
power absorption in wave climates, for so far an
optimal case has been assumed. In practice, even by
applying control strategies, only a minor part of the
energy production, that has been estimated here, can be
obtained.
In this study the emphasis is on aspects of getting the
understanding of the systems and afterwards on the
wave energy spectra study with the energy production
estimations of the devices. It can be recommended to
study both systems in more depth to be able to find the
optimum PTO configuration. For the 2B-system it
might be possible to get the two bodies in a mode of
vibrations so that the two bodies vibrate in opposite
direction. This would be more efficient also
considering the opposite wave excitation forces for the
two bodies.
Considering the frequency-domain models some
assumptions can be made to let the models be more
realistic. For example by (1) adapting the geometry of
the models of the devices such that drag is not playing
a significant role (2) introducing a cut off power
production amount at RAO amplitudes that exceed
realistic values, and (3) using different water depths for
locations and devices. By applying those aspects it will
benefit the power extraction for (particular) high
heaving amplitudes and it will improve the power
extraction estimations.

7. Conclusions
In this research the main objective has been to obtain
a model that links the wave energy devices to wave
climates to estimate average power generation in
operation. Here conclusions are drafted about the
parametric study of the devices. Subsequently results
about power production in different wave climates are
shown. At last notes to this work and recommendations
for further research are given.
Considering the SB-system, parameters such as
surface area, submerged depth and water depth do
influence the behaviour characteristics (RAO and PTF)
of the SB-system. This is easily proved and follows
from the Froude Krilov force expression, which is
based on the potential theory and is the most important
component in magnitude of the excitation wave forces
(at least for relatively low frequencies).
From the parametric study of the behaviour of the
2B-system it can be concluded that geometrical
parameters of the submerged body such as its
submerged depth, surface area and mass can be
adapted, so that behaviour characteristics (RAO and
PTF) of a comparable one body system, consisting of
only the floater with connection to the seabed, can be
approached. This can be done by minimizing the
motions of the submerged body. Then energy
extraction from relative motions approaches the case of
extraction from absolute motion.
For the SB-system, the chosen design allowed the
identification of a resonance frequency ωp of 0.65
rad/s. This can be considered as a reasonable good
frequency for the purpose of wave energy conversion.
In the spectral study it has been seen that indeed the
power production performance of this system is better
in wave climates with higher (best matching) peak
periods Tp, which correspond here with the climate
found for the Bay of Biscay.
The 2B-system was designed in such a way that its
resonance frequency ωp is equal to 0.90 rad/s. This can
be considered as a high frequency for the purpose of
wave energy conversion. In the spectral study it has
been shown that indeed the power production
performance of the 2B device is better in a wave
climate with a lowest peak (best matching) period Tp,
which correspond here with the climate found for the
North Sea.
Considering the PTO damping configuration, it can
be seen that for both systems the average power
production in a wave climate is maximal for a damping
value higher than the optimum damping CPTO,OPT for
regular waves. It is preferable to have a wide PTF
without great loss of the resonance peak.
Consecutive to this study a time domain analysis is a
logical next step. This will strongly improve the
accuracy of the model. It can include a control study,
and a more advanced analysis to the PTO system
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